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WELCOME 
The 2022 season is now upon us and I would like to welcome 
you all to this year’s NoSCA handbook. 

The first thing you will have noticed from the cover is that after 
3 years without one, we can announce "The Highland Club Fort 
Augustus Loch Ness" as our new League sponsor. In these 
cost constrained times it is good to find a local presence willing 
to support cricket in our area. 

Despite having to follow strict covid 19 guidelines, 2021 saw a 
return to competitive cricket for the NoSCA clubs. The fact that 
the season was so successful was due to the commitment and 
effort from you all.  Thank you for making it possible. The 
aspiration for 2022 is that we can build upon 2021 and start to 
expand participation. 

As of writing this, Cricket Scotland has issued updated 
guidance which essentially removes all restrictions that were in 
place last year, but still recommends that all clubs maintain 
good practice for the health and safety of players and officials. 
Hopefully this will stay in place for the whole season and make 
it easier for clubs to go about their business. 

Over its 129 years of existence, NoSCA has faced many 
challenges. In 2022 we will continue to face both new and old 
challenges. I can't say whether cricket will be with us in another 
20 years, but each new season brings fresh hope that this 
wonderful game will continue to be enjoyed by all. 

Have a good season. 

 
Nigel Gerrard  
NoSCA President 

April 2022 



President Nigel Gerrard (Forres SL CC) 
 (07805) 034856 
 nigel.dh.gerrard@googlemail.com  

Vice President Chris Blake (Ross County CC) 
 (07793) 750819 
 theclblake@gmail.com  

Secretary Nicky Gerrard (Forres SL CC) 
 (07807) 035208 
 nicky.gerrard@moray.gov.uk  

Treasurer Munro Ross 
 11 Stratton Road 
 Inverness 
 IV2 3XA 
 (07802) 422243  
 mross1609@aol.com  

Senior  James Lean (Northern Counties CC)
Match Secretary (07738) 398626
 james.lean@btinternet.com  

Reserve  Renato Belli (Ross County CC) 
Match Secretary (07772) 259640 
 renato.belli99@gmail.com  

 
Women & Girls   Vacant  
Liaison Officer  
 
Media Officer Vacant 
 



A person elected at an AGM in recognition of outstanding 
service to the game of cricket, and to NoSCA in particular. 

 
 

A person or organisation nominated on an annual basis by the 
Executive Committee in recognition of their support of NoSCA. 

 
 



Name Club Position 

James Lean Northern Counties ex officio 

Allan Duncan Elgin Elected 

Huntly Elected Jim Lodge 

In 2022 the appointment of umpires for NoSCA matches will again be 
organised by the Cricket Scotland Match Officials Association (CSMOA), 

using their panel of qualified umpires. A list of appointments for all 
domestic matches in Scotland can be found on the CSMOA website. 

www.csmoa.org.uk
Anyone interested in starting umpiring or wishing to improve their 

knowledge of the laws should contact:  Ian Marland 

CSMOA Caledonian Region Development Officer 
umpiredev.caley@csmoa.org.uk

CSMOA, with the support of Cricket Scotland, have decided to 
consistently adopt the MCC’s changes to Law 41.3, regarding the 

prohibition of saliva use on the match ball,  for the 2022 season across 
all domestic competitions they officiate in Scotland.  The change to this 

new Law which comes into force game-wide from October 2022, 
preserves the playing conditions widely adopted during the Covid 

period that prohibited the use of saliva to change the ball’s condition. 
Instead of saliva, players can continue to use sweat to polish the ball, a 

practice that MCC’s research found  equally effective at allowing 
bowlers to swing the ball. 

As per the NoSCA constitution, the Senior Match Secretary is the chair of 
the Disciplinary Committee with the following members being elected at 
the first Executive meeting following the AGM. 

https://www.csmoa.org.uk/
mailto:umpiredev.caley@csmoa.org.uk


THE SPIRIT OF CRICKET 
A PREAMBLE TO THE MCC LAWS 

Cricket is a game that owes much of its unique appeal 
to the fact that it should be played not only within its 
Laws, but also within the Spirit of the Game.  
Any action which is seen to abuse this spirit causes 
injury to the game itself.  
The major responsibility for ensuring the spirit of 
fair play rests with the team captains. 

1. There are two Laws which place responsibility for the
team's conduct firmly on the captain.
• Responsibility of captains - the captains are responsible

at all times for ensuring that play is conducted within the
Spirit of the Game as well as within the Laws.

• Player's conduct - in the event of a player failing to comply
with instructions by an umpire, or criticising by word or
action the decision of an umpire, or showing dissent, or
generally behaving in a manner which might bring the game
into disrepute, the umpire concerned shall in the first place
report the matter to the other umpire and to the player's
captain, and instruct the latter to take action.

2. Fair and unfair play.
• According to the Laws the umpires are the sole judges of

fair and unfair play.
• The umpires may intervene at any time and it is the

responsibility of the captain to take action where required.
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3. The umpires are authorised to intervene in cases of:
• Time wasting
• Damaging the pitch
• Dangerous or unfair bowling
• Tampering with the ball
• Any other action that they consider to be unfair

4. The Spirit of the Game involves respect for:
• Your opponents
• Your own captain
• The roles of the umpires
• The game's traditional values

5. It is against the Spirit of the Game:
• To dispute an umpire's decision by word, action or gesture
• To direct abusive language towards an opponent or umpire
• To indulge in cheating or any sharp practice, for instance:

i) to appeal knowing that the batsman is not out
ii) to advance towards an umpire in an aggressive manner

when appealing
iii) to seek to distract an opponent either verbally or by

harassment with persistent clapping or unnecessary
noise under the guise of enthusiasm and motivation of
one's own side

6. Violence
• There is no place for acts of violence on the field of play.

7. Players
• Captains and umpires together set the tone for the conduct

of a cricket match. Every player is expected to make an
important contribution towards this.

© Marylebone Cricket Club 
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• Making the step up from junior to open age group cricket is a significant
event in any player’s cricket experience. Ensure the player’s safety, 
personal development needs and overall cricket experience are considered.

• Clubs, squad coaches and managers must take into account the
requirements on age detailed in this guidance.

• Each case is to be determined on an individual basis, depending on the 

player’s ability and stage of cognitive and emotional maturity to take part
at this level – however, the minimum age guidance provided below must
be adhered to.

Boys and girls who are area squad players are able to play open age 
group cricket if they were at least 11 years old on 1st September of
the year preceding the season. 

Players who are NOT in an area squad must be a minimum of 12
years old on 1st September of the preceding year before being able 
to play in any open age group cricket.

n.b. written parental consent is required for these players.

• Juniors should be involved in all aspects of the game wherever possible i.e. 

socialising, team talks, practice, decision making and so on, so that they
feel part of the team

• Children will often feel more comfortable and able to perform if they have 

a family member or friend also playing in the side.

• Provide an opportunity for players to show their talents in an appropriate 

way. Children who are just used as fielders will not fully experience the 
game.

• Be supportive, at all times, for all forms of effort even when children are 

not successful. Try and put them in situations where they will experience 
some success (however small) and ensure plenty of praise and
encouragement.

See www.ecb.co.uk for the full guidance on Junior Players in open age 
group cricket. See next page for bowling and fielding restrictions. 



RESTRICTIONS ON JUNIOR PLAYERS 

PROTECTION 
• Helmets with a faceguard or grille MUST be worn when batting against a 

hard cricket ball in all matches and practice sessions.

• Young players should regard a helmet with a faceguard as a normal item of 
protective equipment when batting, together with pads, gloves and, for boys, 
an abdominal protector (box).

• Young wicket keepers must wear a helmet with a faceguard, or a 
wicketkeeper face protector when standing up to the stumps.

FIELDING 
• No young player in the U15 age group, or younger, shall be allowed to field 

closer than 8 yards from the middle stump, except behind the wicket on the 
off side, until the batsman has played at the ball.

• For players in the U13 age group and below the distance is 11 yards 
(minimum distances apply even if the player is wearing a helmet)

• Should a young player in these age groups come within the restricted 
distance the umpire MUST stop the game immediately and instruct the 
fielder to move back 

• In addition, any young player in the U16 to U18 age groups who has not 
reached the age of 18, must wear a helmet and, for boys, an abdominal 
protector when fielding within 6 yards of the bat, except behind the wicket
on the off side (players should wear appropriate protective equipment 
whenever they are fielding in a position where they feel at risk).

FAST BOWLING 
• To ensure that young fast bowlers do not place undue stress on their bodies, 

every attempt must be made to keep the amount of bowling within 
reasonable limits, as follows (for the purpose of these directives a fast bowler 
is defined as a bowler to whom a wicket keeper in the same age group would,
in normal circumstances, stand back to take the ball).

Age * Maximum per spell Maximum per day 

Up to 13 5 overs 10 overs 

U14, U15 6 overs 12 overs 

U16, U17 7 overs 18 overs 

U18, U19 7 overs 18 overs 
* Age as at 1st September 2021

Captains must inform their opposite number and the umpires of the 
ages of all Junior players in their team before the toss is made. 



Visit the all new 

www.noscalive.com 

webpage for all the fixtures,    

scorecards, league tables, cup 

draws and venues for cup finals 

Clubs are reminded that the agreed aims of the Reserve 
competitions are to provide recreational cricket and to act as 

a pathway for young players into hardball cricket.  
Every Club has a responsibility to uphold these aims 

http://www.noscalive.com
http://www.nosca.net/downloads.asp


Playing Conditions - Senior Competitions 2022 
 

GENERAL (Clauses 1 - 28) 

1)  All games will be played using a standard ball as decided at the AGM.  

2)  Matches will be played on the date and at the venue published in the 
NoSCA handbook unless agreed in writing with the Match Secretary 
at least 24 hours before the scheduled date. In the event of any 
dispute the matter will be referred to the Executive whose decision 
will be final. Notwithstanding the above, teams can agree (by reason 
of the weather only and provided they have not already played each 
other) to 'reverse' the date and venue of their published fixtures. In 
so doing, each team must confirm their agreement by sending 
separate e-mail notice to the Match Secretary by 10.00am on the 
date of the fixture. Any Appointed Umpire for that match can choose 
not to stand. 

3)  The Cricket Scotland Match Officials Association (CSMOA) will 
appoint qualified / experienced umpires to NoSCA games wherever 
possible (Appointed Umpires). In the absence of any Appointed 
Umpires, each team may appoint one Independent umpire for the 
duration of the game, and, with the approval of the opposition 
captain, a team may appoint a second Independent umpire if 
available (Independent Umpires). If no Appointed or Independent 
umpires are available, then the captain of the batting side will ensure 
that suitably experienced players stand as required (Playing 
Umpires).  

3.1).  When umpires are appointed to senior league, senior cup or 
senior T20 matches by NoSCA via the recognised umpire’s 
association (currently CSMOA) each umpire is to be paid a 
fee of £30 by the teams participating in the match. The fee 
is to be paid to each appointed umpire, in cash, no later 
than tea on the match day. Both the home and away teams 
are responsible for the fee to be paid in full. The fee is 
applicable in all circumstances, including weather delayed, 
shortened, unfinished and abandoned matches. If the 
match does not start, and no play has taken place, the fee is 
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not applicable. Failure to pay the fee on the match day may 
result in disciplinary action taken against the non-fee paying 
club and will result in withdrawal of appointed umpires for 
that given team.  

4)  The toss will take place no later than 15 minutes before the 
scheduled start time. In the event of a team captain not being 
available at that time, another member of the team should attend 
the toss. In the absence of any member of a team being available or 
willing to attend the toss, the team present may claim the toss.  

5)  In all competitions current ECB directives and guidance relating to 
young players MUST be adhered to (e.g., fast bowling directive, 
guidance on the wearing of helmets and minimum ages for young 
players in adult cricket).  

6)  On any occasion when the Home Ground Authority considers that 
weather conditions have made their ground unfit for play it must 
advise the Away Club (by 10.00 am at the latest - preferably earlier 
depending on travelling distances and/or scheduled start time). The 
Away Club then has the option of agreeing to the cancellation of the 
fixture or of travelling. If it decides to travel, both teams and any 
Appointed Umpires must appear at the ground (n.b. in the absence of 
Appointed Umpires, an impartial third party may be consulted to help 
adjudicate on fitness for play). In no event may the Home Club cancel 
a fixture without the agreement of the Away Club.  

7)  In the event of a delayed start due to weather, the Appointed Umpire
(s) (if any) in conjunction with both team captains should agree to a 
reduced overs game as per Appendix 1 of these Playing Conditions.  

8)  In all competitions the MCC 2017 (2019 revision) Laws of Cricket will 
apply unless otherwise noted.  

9)  In all competitions after a game has started no further reduction in 
overs is permitted.   

10) In all competitions a written team sheet must be exchanged with the 
Umpires before the toss is made (in the absence of at least one 
Appointed Umpire team sheets will be exchanged between the team 
captains). Failure to submit a team sheet will be reported to the 
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NoSCA Secretary for possible sanctions by the Disciplinary 
Committee. A copy of the team sheet must be left with the home 
team for ease of data entry into the relevant online system.  

11)  In all League and Cup matches a minimum of 15 overs per hour 
MUST be maintained. Appointed Umpires are required to report any 
failure to maintain this rate to the NoSCA Secretary for possible 
sanctions by the Disciplinary Committee.  

EXEMPTION TO LAWS  

12)  In the absence of at least one Appointed Umpire, ‘Penalty Time’ will 
be calculated in terms of elapsed overs NOT time (e.g., a player 
absent for one complete over (or part thereof) must wait for one 
over after they have returned to the field before they can bowl).  

13)  In the absence of at least one Appointed Umpire, the awarding of 
Penalty Runs under Laws 41 and 42 is NOT available. Similarly, the 
sanction of suspending players for Level 3 and Level 4 offences 
under Law 42 are NOT available. However, all instances of such 
events MUST be reported to the NoSCA Secretary for possible 
sanctions by the Disciplinary Committee.  

14)  In ALL NoSCA senior games (League, Cup and T20) a no ball will be 
penalised with the award of 1 run to the batting side with the 
following ball being deemed a ‘FREE HIT’. (n.b. no change to the 
field is allowed to a free hit unless the batsmen change ends). A 
batsman can only be given out ‘run out’ or ‘obstructing the field’ 
from a free hit.  

FORFEITS  

15)  Failure to honour a fixture will automatically lead to forfeiture of the 
match.  

16)  With respect to a club not having a team available, a call-off must be 
made on or before 20.00 on the day preceding the scheduled 
fixture.  

17)  Failure to honour a fixture without notice will automatically be 
referred to the Executive for sanction.  
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18)  Should a Senior Club forfeit 4 matches or more during a season,    
the Executive has the right to request the team withdraw from the 
Senior League and other Senior competitions with effect from the 
following season and be entered into the Reserve League. Should 
they already have a Reserve side it would remain their only team.  

RESULTS  

19)  The home team Captain is responsible for entering the result of each 
game on the CS Live scoring platform before 8pm on the day of the 
game (or within 15 minutes of the end of the game if later than 
8pm).  

20)  Club Secretaries are responsible for completing an electronic match 
return within seven days of the match being completed.   

21)  Failure to enter results and/or match returns in a timely manner 
may result in a fine and/or a points deduction to be decided by the 
Executive.  

WEATHER INTERRUPTIONS  

22)  For a match abandoned as a result of the weather or light before the 
completion of 50% of the scheduled second innings overs, the game 
shall be declared null and void (e.g. a 45 over game is not ‘live’ until 
the 3rd legal delivery of the 23rd over has been completed).  

 23.a) In the event of a match being abandoned as a result of the 
weather or light after the completion of 50% of the scheduled 
second innings overs, the game shall be decided by the Rain 
Calculator (Appendix 2 of the Playing Conditions).  

 23.b) In the event of the submitted team sheet not having 11 
players, the missing player/s will automatically count as OUT at the 
start of the match. Example - if you submit a team sheet with only 9 
players you automatically start your batting innings at 2 wickets 
down.  

ELIGIBITY  

24)  Only bona fide members of a Club are eligible to play in NoSCA 
competitions. Players should be registered with NoSCA as per the 
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guidelines in the NoSCA Player Registration Directive – 2020.  

25)  No player may play for more than one Club in NoSCA Senior 
competitions in the same season unless a written transfer request 
has been agreed by the Executive as per the NoSCA Player 
Registration Directive - 2020 for details).  

26)  Only amateur cricketers who are normally resident within the UK are 
eligible to play in NoSCA competitions (i.e. no Professional or 
Overseas Amateur cricketers, as defined by Cricket Scotland). With 
the prior approval of the Executive this rule may be relaxed for 
amateur players who are in the UK to study or to work and where 
the primary purpose of their visit is not to play cricket. This decision 
will rest solely with the Executive.  

COMPLAINTS  

27)  If a team is concerned as to the composition of the opposition team 
or their behaviour, they should inform the opposition that they will 
play on ‘Under Protest’ and will be forwarding a complaint to the 
Executive.  

28)  Complaints concerning the eligibility of a member of the opposing 
team, or the behaviour of the opposing team or an individual player 
must be made in writing to the Secretary by midnight three days 
after the game finishing (i.e., midnight on Tuesday for a game played 
on Saturday). The Disciplinary procedure as detailed in the NoSCA 
Constitution will then be followed.  

LEAGUE FIXTURES (Clauses 29 - 44) 

29)  The normal playing day for NoSCA Senior League fixtures is Saturday.  

30)  The normal start time for League fixtures is 12 noon. This may be 
changed by agreement between the teams and the prior written 
consent of the Match Secretary and Umpire’s co-ordinator at least 
24 hours before the scheduled start of the match.   

FORMAT  

31)  Teams are scheduled to play each other twice in the season, once at 
home, and once away.  
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32)  In the event of any fixture being called off, a new fixture will be 
scheduled by the match secretary. (Note: priority will be given to 
matches where both home and away fixtures are called off).  

33)  In the event that the rescheduled fixture is unplayed, it will be again 
rescheduled subject to a cut-off date of 30th September.  

34)  Scheduled games will be of 40 six ball overs per side (n.b. 
declarations are allowed but unused overs are not carried forward 
to the second innings).  

35)  No more than 8 overs will be bowled by any one bowler, unless a 
reduced overs game is played when this number will be adjusted 
accordingly (see Appendix 1).  

POINTS SYSTEM  

36)  The team with the higher number of runs will be the winners and 
will receive 20 points.  

37)  The team with the lower number of runs will receive bonus points as 
follows;  

 When batting: 1 point for reaching 75 runs plus 1 point for each 
subsequent 25 runs, to a maximum of 5 batting points.  

 When bowling: 1 point for taking the 2nd, 4th, 6th, 8th, and 10th 
wickets to a maximum of 5 bowling points. However, if the 
opposition are all out, regardless of how many wickets have actually 
fallen, then the bowling side will receive 5 bonus points.  

38)  In the event of both teams having the same number of runs at the 
end of play, the game shall be declared a tie and each team will 
receive 5 points in addition to any bonus points accrued.  

39)  In the event of a team forfeiting a match, the result will be a win to 
the side forfeited against. The side forfeiting shall gain no points and 
the match will be deemed to have been played.  

NO BALLS  

40)  A no ball will be penalised with the award of 1 run to the batting side 
with the following ball being deemed a ‘free hit’. (n.b. no change to 
the field is allowed for a free hit unless the batsmen change ends). A 
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batsman can only be given out ‘run out’ or ‘obstructing the field’ 
from a free hit.  

LEAGUE WINNERS  

41)  The method of determining league positions shall be based on 
points obtained expressed as a percentage – calculated by dividing 
the total number of points gained by the total number of points 
available in games not deemed null and void.  

42)  To qualify as league winners a team must have played at least 60 % 
of the scheduled fixtures.   

43)  If two teams finish with the same percentage, the final position will 
be determined by;  

1 - the most wins, or if still equal  
2 - the most away wins, or if still equal  
3 - the highest run rate throughout the season calculated by 

dividing runs scored by wickets lost (where a team has scratched 
a match 10 wickets should be added to their total of wickets lost).  

44)  In the event of a team withdrawing/being banned after the start of 
any season all their previous matches will be declared null and void.  

SENIOR KNOCKOUT CUP (Clauses 45 - 54) 

45)  Playing days for the Senior Knockout Cup (the ‘Cup’) will be decided 
by the Match Secretary.  

46)  The normal start time for Cup fixtures is 12 noon. This may be 
changed by agreement between the teams and the prior written 
consent of the Match Secretary and Umpire’s coordinator at least 24 
hours before the scheduled start of the match.  

FORMAT  

47)  The Cup will be played by all Senior Clubs in a straight knock-out 
format. The draw will be made in full by the Executive at the start of 
the season.  

48) Scheduled games will be of 30 six ball overs per side.  
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49)  No more than 6 overs will be bowled by any one bowler unless a 
reduced overs game is played when this number will be adjusted 
accordingly (see Appendix 1).  

50)  Failure to fulfil a fixture will result in a loss, and progression to the 
opposing team in each round.  

51)  Uncompleted games are to be played at the same venue at a date to 
be decided by the Match Secretary.  

WIDES AND NO BALLS  

52)  A delivery which passes behind the legs of a Batter standing in their 
normal position will be called a ‘Wide Ball’ with a one run penalty 
and an extra ball to be bowled (n.b. a Batter cannot ‘make’ a wide 
delivery by moving to the off-side after the ball has been delivered).  

53)  A no ball will be penalised with the award of 1 run to the batting side 
with the following ball being deemed a ‘free hit’. (n.b. no change to 
the field is allowed for a free hit unless the batsmen change ends). A 
batsman can only be given out ‘run out’ or ‘obstructing the field’ 
from a free hit.  

WINNERS  

54)  The winner will be the team who scores the most runs. In the event 
of the scores being level at the end of the match, irrespective of how 
many wickets have fallen the winners will be decided by a ‘super 
over’ of six balls to be conducted as per Appendix 3 of these Playing 
Conditions.  

SENIOR T20 COMPETITION (Clauses 55 - 71) 

55)  The T20 competition will be played by all Senior teams in groups of 3 
or 4 to be decided by the Executive. Group winners will qualify for 
the finals.  

56)  T20 days will normally consist of 3 games starting at 10:30, 1:30 and 
4:30 respectively. The two nearest teams should play in the first 
game, with the loser ‘staying-on’ for the second game in a 3-team 
contest.  
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57) Scheduled games will be of 20 six-ball overs per side.  

58)  No more than 4 overs will be bowled by any one bowler unless a 
reduced overs game is played when this number will be adjusted 
accordingly (see Appendix 1).  

59)  A 25-metre circle will be marked with a maximum of 2 fielders 
allowed outside this circle in the first 6 overs, and a maximum of 5 
fielders outside the circle in the remaining 14 overs (see Appendix 1 
for reductions applicable to reduced overs games).  

WIDES & NO BALLS 

60)  A delivery which passes behind the legs of a Batter standing in their 
normal position will be called a ‘Wide Ball’ with a one run penalty 
and an extra ball to be bowled (n.b. a Batter cannot ‘make’ a wide 
delivery by moving to the offside after the ball has been delivered).  

61)  A no ball will be penalised with the award of 1 run to the batting side 
with the following ball being deemed a ‘free hit’. (n.b. no change to 
the field is allowed for a free hit unless the batsmen change ends or 
the no ball was called due to contravention of Clause 60 above). A 
batsman can only be given out ‘run out’ or ‘obstructing the field’ 
from a free hit.  

WINNERS  

62)  The winner will be the team who scores the most runs. In the event 
of the scores being level at the end of the match, irrespective of how 
many wickets have fallen the winners will be decided by a ‘super 
over’ of six balls to be conducted as per Appendix 3 of these Playing 
Conditions.  

63) For a 3 team T20 day the winners will be decided by;  

1 - the team who wins most matches, or if still equal  
2 - the team with the highest run-rate (runs scored (excluding 

super overs) / overs faced (1)), or if still equal  
3 -the teams who took most wickets (excluding super overs), or 

if still equal  
4- by a bowl out between the 3 teams, conducted as per 

Appendix 4 of these Playing Conditions  
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 (1)  A team which is ‘All Out’ in an innings is deemed to have faced 
their full quota of overs  

TIMINGS AND PENALTIES  

64)  At the fall of a wicket the incoming batsmen has 90 seconds to make 
their way to the wicket and be ready for the next delivery. Failure to 
be ready will result in the batsman being ‘Timed Out’ on appeal.  

65)  There will be an allotted time of 75 minutes set aside for each 
innings of 20 overs (n.b. umpires will pay specific attention to time 
wasting).  

66)  If an over is started within the 75 minutes it will be completed 
without penalty.  

67)  The innings length will be adjusted for reduced overs games as per 
the details in Appendix 1.  

68)  A penalty of 10 runs per over will be awarded for any overs not 
bowled within the allotted time.  

WEATHER DISRUPTIONS  

69)  If, in the opinion of the umpire(s) (in consultation with the team 
captains) the prevailing weather is likely to result in an unfinished 
game, they may decide to start a reduced overs game before the 
times outlined in Appendix 1. If no appointed umpire(s) are 
available, then the team captains may decide on this course of 
action if they both agree. If no appointed umpire(s) are available and 
agreement cannot be reached, then match timings as per Appendix 
1 will prevail.  

70)  A game which has not started 2 hours after the scheduled start time 
OR which remains unfinished and play is not in progress 2½ hours 
after the scheduled start time, shall be declared void and replayed at 
a date and venue to be decided by the Match Secretary, UNLESS:-  

71)  In a 20 over game, 10 or more of the 2nd innings overs have been 
completed, in which case the result will be determined by the NoSCA 
Rain Calculator (Appendix 2) using the ‘Cup’ option. For the 
avoidance of doubt, T20 games reduced to less than 20 overs from 
the start may not use the Rain Calculator to determine the result.  
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Playing Conditions - Reserve Competitions 2022 
 

GENERAL  

‘General’ clauses are identical to 1 - 11 of the Senior Playing Conditions 
(SPC). 

EXEMPTION TO LAWS 

‘Exemption to Laws’ clauses are identical to 12 – 14 of the SPC with the 
addition of: 

14.b)  In all Reserve competitions, a delivery by a Junior Player (as 
defined in Clause 27.g below) will be allowed two bounces before 
it reaches the Batter’s popping crease before a No Ball is called 
under Law 21.7 (i.e., the Law previous to 2017 edition). 

FORFEITS 

’Forfeits’ clauses are identical to 15 – 18 of the SPC. 

RESULTS 

‘Results’ clauses are identical to 19 – 21 of the SPC. 

WEATHER INTERRUPTIONS 

‘Weather Interruptions’ clauses are identical to 22 – 23 of the SPC. 

ELIGIBILTY 

‘Eligibility’ clauses are identical to 24 - 26 of the SPC with the addition of: 

25.a)  Notwithstanding clause 25, members of an Affiliated Member club 
may apply to the NoSCA Committee to join and play for a full 
member club in other NoSCA competitions (n.b. under this Clause 
a player may NOT represent two different clubs in the same 
NoSCA competition in the same season).  

LIMITED PARTICIPATION  

25.b) Limited participation for season 2022 has been removed.  
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COMPLAINTS  

‘Complaints’ clauses are identical to 27 – 28 of the SPC.  

RESERVE LEAGUE FIXTURES  
29)  The normal playing day for NoSCA Reserve League fixtures is 

Sunday.  

30)  The normal start time for League fixtures is 12 noon. This may be 
changed by agreement between the teams and the prior written 
consent of the Match Secretary and Umpire’s co-ordinator at least 
24 hours before the scheduled start of the match.  

FORMAT  

31)  In 2022 teams are scheduled to play each other once per season.  

32)  Not applicable.  

33) In the event that a fixture is un-played due to weather it will 
be rescheduled by the match secretary, subject to a cut-off 
date of 30th September.  

POINTS SYSTEM  

37) The team with the higher number of runs will be the winners and 
will receive 20 points.  

38) The team with the lower number of runs will receive bonus points 
as follows;  

 When batting: 1 point for reaching 50 runs plus 1 point for each 
subsequent 25 runs, to a maximum of 5 batting points.  

 When bowling: 1 point for taking the 2nd, 4th, 6th, 8th, and 10th 
wickets to a maximum of 5 bowling points. However, if the 
opposition are all out, regardless of how many wickets have 
actually fallen, then the bowling side will receive 5 bonus points.  

39) In the event of both teams having the same number of runs at the 
end of play, the game shall be declared a tie and each team will 
receive 5 points in addition to any bonus points accrued.  
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40) In the event of a team forfeiting a match, the result will be a win 
to the side forfeited against. The side forfeiting shall gain no 
points and the match will be deemed to have been played.  

LEAGUE WINNERS  

‘League Winners’ clauses are identical to 41 – 44 of the SPC.  

RESERVE CUP (Clauses 45 - 57) 

45) The normal playing day for NoSCA Reserve Cup fixtures is Sunday.  

46)  The normal start time for Cup fixtures is 12 noon. This may be 
changed by agreement between the teams and the prior written 
consent of the Match Secretary and Umpire’s coordinator at least 
24 hours before the scheduled start of the match.  

GENERAL GAME FORMAT  

47) Scheduled games will be of 30 six ball overs per side (see Appendix 
1 for reduced overs following a late start).  

48) No more than SIX overs will be bowled by any one bowler (i.e., a 
minimum of five bowlers per innings) unless a reduced overs 
game is played, when this number will be adjusted accordingly 
(see Appendix 1).  

49) Batters not on the LPL will retire on reaching (or passing) 35 runs. 
Their final score will count but they will NOT be allowed to return 
to bat. Juniors (those below the age of 16 on September 1st of the 
preceding year) will be exempt from these restrictions, and do not 
have to retire.  

50) Failure to fulfil a fixture will result in a loss.  

51) Uncompleted games are to be played at the same venue at a date 
to be decided by the Match Secretary. 

WIDES AND NO BALLS  

52) A delivery which passes behind the legs of a Batter standing in 
their normal position will be called a ‘Wide Ball’ with a one run 
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penalty and an extra ball to be bowled (n.b. a Batter cannot 
‘make’ a wide delivery by moving to the off-side after the ball 
has been delivered).  

53) A no ball will be penalised with the award of 1 run to the batting 
side with the following ball being deemed a ‘free hit’. (n.b. no 
change to the field is allowed for a free hit unless the batsmen 
change ends). A batsman can only be given out ‘run out’ or 
‘obstructing the field’ from a free hit.  

WINNERS  

54) The winner will be the team who scores the most runs. In the 
event of the scores being level at the end of the match, 
irrespective of how many wickets have fallen the winners will be 
decided by a ‘super over’ of six balls to be conducted as per 
Appendix 3 of these Playing Conditions.  

KNOCKOUT GAMES  

55) In 2021 the Cup will be played in a straight knock-out format. The 
draw will be made in full by the Executive at the start of the 
season.  

56) Games lost to weather will be rescheduled by the Reserve Match 
Secretary.  

57) The winners of each semi-final will progress to the final, which will 
be played on a neutral ground with appointed umpires if possible.  

RESERVE T20  

Reserve T20 playing conditions are identical to 55 – 71 of the SPC.  
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Line of Leg Stump 

 
Line of Off Stump 

A -  Not Out. The ball wouldn’t have hit the stumps - end of story! 
B -  Out (unless the impact with the pad is outside the line of off 

stump and the batsman is playing a shot). 
C -  Out. So long as the umpire feels the ball would have hit the 

stumps and not missed the top. 
D -  Out. The ball pitched on the line of leg stump and would have 

gone on to hit the stumps. 
E -  Not Out. The ball pitched outside the line of leg stump. 

A SIMPLE EXPLANATION OF LBW (LAW 36) 



Elgin CC - Cooper Park 

Secretary Allan Duncan allaniduncan@btinternet.com 

 (07884) 402769 

1st XI Captain Chris Scott chris0906@sky.com 

 (07931) 840133 

2nd XI Captain Leo  MacAbhuinn thealternatives@gmail.com

 (07486) 376691 

Junior Contact Allan Duncan allaniduncan@btinternet.com 

 (07884) 402769 

Child Protection Syd Hewett sydney.hewett@hotmail.co.uk 

 (07966) 780294 

J R S 

Fochabers CC - Castle Park 

Secretary, Mike Fox michaeljfox1954@outlook.com 
Junior Contact (07749) 612488 

& Child Protection 

Captain Colin Corson colincorson@gmail.com  

 (07725) 997488 
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Secretary & John Corsie jonathan.corsie@jcca.co.uk 

1st XI Captain (07711) 818323 

2nd XI Captain Tahir Shakeel

 (07969) 964859 

Junior Contact Iain McDonald iainmcdonald16@sky.com  

 (07799) 653862 

Child Protection Andy Ballantyne andrew.ballantyne@diageo.com 

 (07725) 833226  

Buckie CC - Linzee Gordon Park J S R 
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NOSCA CLUB CONTACT DIRECTORY 



Secretary Carolyn Farr forrescricket@gmail.com 

(01309) 672223 

1st XI Captain Pal Dhami p.singh@cynux.com

2nd XI Captain Darren Lamb darrenplamb@gmail.com

Junior Contact Gus Farr gussiefarr@hotmail.co.uk

(07525) 443090 

Child Protection Nicky Gerrard nicky.gerrard@moray.gov.uk
(07807) 035208 

Forres St Lawrence CC - Grant Park J R S 

Fort Augustus CC - The Abbey

Secretary  Pete Short pvshort@btinternet.com 

(07748) 058687 

Club Captain  Kevin O’Meara komeara.premier@btinternet.com 

(07796) 685242 

Junior Contact Dave Peers dave.peers@highland.gov.uk 
(07702) 849348 

Child Protection Kat O’Donnell katdoug10@yahoo.com 
(07483) 268741 

J 

Highland CC - Fraser Park, Inverness 

Secretary Rajkumar Dhanaraj rajkumar19it@yahoo.co.in 

Club Captain Giridhar Ravi giri123@yahoo.com 
(07757) 263210 

Junior Contact John Paul rjpaul@outlook.com 
(07939) 011901 

Child Protection Andrew Graham ag34_788@hotmail.com 
(07752) 655510 
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Huntly CC - Castle Park 

Secretary  Jim Lodge secretaryhuntlycc@gmail.com    
 (07534) 104525  

Captain  Darren Morrision darrenmorr@hotmail.com    
 (07979) 332482 

Junior Contact   Neil Nicol nnicoldell@aol.com
 (07725) 797590 

Child Protection TBA 

Nairn County CC - The Links 

Secretary Mark Elvines nccc@gmail.com 
    

1st XI Captain Chris Woodworth chriswoodworth22@yahoo.com 
 (07977) 933096 

2nd XI Captain  Joe Elvines  
 (07488) 353848  

Junior Contact Martin Bronkhorst lemonjelly340@gmail.com  
  

Child Protection TBA  
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Northern Counties CC - NMP, Inverness 

Secretary Oliver Bennet   
 (07762) 706742 

1st XI Captain Will Ford  
 (07887) 556772 

2nd XI Captain Lewis Pacey  
 (07999) 377390  

Junior Contact John Ford  
& Child Protection (07492) 301330 
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Ross County CC - Castle Leod, Strathpeffer 

Secretary & Chris Blake theclblake@gmail.com 
Child Protection (07793) 750819 

1st XI Captain Graeme Carney gtcarney@gmail.com 
 (07850) 308392 

2nd XI Captain Renato Belli renato.belli99@gmail.com 
 (07772) 259640 

Junior Contact Paul Moxon moxy221@btinternet.com  

J R S 

J 
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S Compete in NoSCA Senior program (Saturdays) 

Compete in NoSCA Reserve program (Sundays) 

Offer Junior cricket coaching (typically 5 - 16 years) 

Key to Cricket availability at Clubs 

Skye & Lochalsh CC 

Secretary  Jerry Bentall jerry.bentall1956@outlook.com  
 (07850) 651726 

1st XI Captain Steve Bloomfield sbloomfield2@icloud.com 
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Data Protection Statement 
NoSCA does not collect or store personal details of players or officials.  
Personal data is collected in order to publish contact details of member 

clubs to enable the smooth running of cricket competitions.  
This is done with the written consent of the individuals involved.  






